
Kwik Kopy Strathpine  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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always helpful, very knowledgeable great to deal with in regards to our wants and needs

 Roy W  - New Business Development Manager

10/03/2020Elite service at its best

We order docket books and work books from Kwik Kopy, they always provide a quick turnaround 
and friendly service.

 Sharryn 58  - Admin Officer

11/02/2020Excellent service and prompt delivery

Very supportive during the design stage and great outcome

 UpThynk Energy  - Managing Director

15/01/2020Great Service and Products!

Kwik Kopy Strathpine

5-Stars to the whole team! Always quick to respond, extremely competitively 
priced and often go above and beyond! My preferred supplier by a long mile -  
Thanks Mike & Team. 

 CTC_BEB  - Marketing Manager

11/02/2020
Always fabulous, prompt & profes-
sional“ ”
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I always depend on Kwik Kopy to deliver fast brilliant results

 Dont have one  - Purchasing Officer

15/12/2019Fast Reliable Service

Awesome Artwork and Design with Great Service with a Great product

 Petere3970  - Branch Manager

14/12/2019Great Service

The office at Strathpine are easy to work with and very professional

 Bagro  - Owner

13/12/2019Easy to deal with - professional

Kwik Kopy helped our company with a brand new look for all of our corporate 
documents. Nothing was a drama! The quality is amazing! They have helped 
take us to the next level and stand out against the rest. The service was second 
to none - they were prompt with all communication. Just fantastic! 

 NatS_Brisbane  - Operations Coordinator

13/12/2019Wouldn’t go anywhere else!“ ”
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I work very closely with Kwik Kopy at Strathpine, they are always very quick, provide quotes 
promptly and deliver products within the required deadlines.

 JManja  - Marketing Coordinator

13/11/2019Great customer service

Kwik Kopy Strathpine has being my supplier for at least 5 years now they are amazing. The team 
is incredible, always helpful and willing to go above and beyond to get the job done the best way 
possible.

 Renata Hj  - Marketing Manager

13/11/2019Great service and amazing products!

Quality service and ongoing product for almost a decade!!!

 Nicole123  

13/11/2019Great service and product

I have work with Mike and the team from Strathpine for the last 18 months 
and the service is second to none. Fast, great quality and Mike goes above and 
beyond to help us find solutions. 

 Tracy Yak  - Marketing And Events Specialist

14/12/2019Exceptional as always!“ ”
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Kwik Kopy are very responsive and helped us update some pdf leaflets where we couldn’t find the 
originals

 Hawkish  - MD

10/09/2019Leaflet updates

regularly need plans printed to A1, simple email and quick reply say ready. Happens every time, 
prompt and friendly

 DaveT  - Sales Consultant

10/09/2019Friendly service always prompt

BOTH ALEISHA AND RAQUEL WERE VERY EFFICIENT  AND GREAT TO DEAL WITH.  THEY WERE 
PLEASANT, PATIENT AND SPENT THE TIME TO HELP ME WORK OUT THE BEST PRODUCT OPTION.  
THE PRODUCTS WERE ALSO COST EFFECTIVE.

 Malcolm Cadioli  - Director

16/08/2019
GREAT FRONT LINE STAFF, SERVICE AND 
PRODUCTS

We have just recently started using Kwik Kopy at Brendale, and we couldn’t be happier with the 
service and price.

 Liarne  - Administration Manager

14/08/2019Fabulous service
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Great customer care and high quality products! Reliable company!

 Cosimo  - Manager

10/07/2019Great service and products!

Product was as expected. Communication was great throughout the process. As job was 
completed quicker than expected

 Wade  - Service Manager

10/07/2019Great service

I have used Kwik Kopy on a number of occasions. They are very efficient and the work quality is 
excellent.

 Real estate agent  - Owner

10/07/2019Wonderful service

I have used Kwik Kopy a few times recently for flyers and posters for gigs I 
put on. The flyers and posters were printed quickly, are great quality and the 
transaction friendly, fast and easy. 

 Shannon Lee  - Music Promoter

10/07/2019Great quality printing and fast!“ ”
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Great place to deal with and will go above and beyond

 Sharon Tooth  - Director

12/06/2019Always able to help

I travel out of my way to get to Kwik Kopy Strathpine. The bleak alternative is to find the time to 
try and find a better option

 Committed  - Art Director

12/06/2019Experienced, professional, helpful

We use Kwik Kopy for all of our printing needs and expectation is always exceeded and we are 
never disappointed. Always professional and of the highest standard within great time frames

 ToyotaSP  - Receptionist

12/06/2019Excellent service and products

Asked for a quote and got it immediately. Ordered the brochures and they were 
ready for pickup that day. Very happy with the quick service and the end product. 
Very efficient. 

 Debj205  - Business Owner

14/05/2019Kwik online service“ ”
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A very quick turn around which was fantastic and we had flyers posters banners and pamphlets 
all printed for our conference within a week

 Nadine  - Procurement Specialist

14/05/2019great SERVICE AND VERY HELPFUL

We’ve worked with Kwik Kopy for a while, they always provide great service and 
quick turn around times. We recently put an order in the morning and it was 
delivered that afternoon, I couldn’t believe it! 

 JManja  - Marketing Coordinator

12/04/2019Great service and quick delivery

Efficient staff and a pleasure to deal with

 Kwik Kopy Strathpine Customer  

10/04/2019Great service

had catalogs printed, was quick and just as needed

 Daniel  - Operations Manager

13/02/2019timely service

“ ”
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Kwik Kopy Strathpine gave me a quote for signage for an A Frame. Kwik to get back with the 
quote and allowed me time to get back to them. Followed through appropriately. answered all my 
questions.

 CathD  - Remedial Massage Therapist

16/01/2019Friendly and on the Ball!

I visited there Strathpine store a month ago very happy with product and very happy with price

 RJFuller electrical  - Owner

15/01/2019Great product good price

I HAVE HAD NOTHING BUT AMAZING SERVICE FROM THE KWIK KOPY TEAM.WE HAVE HAD 
TRIFOLD BROCHURES PRINTED AND COR FLUTE SIGNS.ALL LOOK AMAZING.

 Macfarlane generators  - Sales Manager

16/01/2019GREAT SERVICE VERY HELPFUL

My experience with Kwik Kopy Strathpine has been very positive. The flyers they 
produced for us are of excellent quality. The service is professional and friendly 
with a can do attitude. 

 AnneN  

11/12/2018
Great quality service and a can do 
attitude.“ ”
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Urgent requirements were no trouble for Kwik Kopy.

 Fabulous007  - Purchasing Officer

11/12/2018Quality Product and Service

Each time Kwik Kopy does a printing job for me I am completely satisfied They are professional in 
all ways

 Bagro  - Owner

10/12/2018Great service and production

Mike and his team are always prompt in the supply of our orders and provide a personalised 
service

 Thomas Kalup  - Recruitment Manager

11/12/2018Fantastic Service

I gradually started using Kwik Kopy sometime ago. each time I have requested a print job it is 
amazing how quick the job is completed. Workmanship is excellent as well.

 Real estate agent  - Principal

10/12/2018Quick with jobs
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We order all of our business needs from Kwik Kopy Although the new Zenith Hub isn’t as user 
friendly as the previous one I wouldn’t do business with anybody other than our local team. 
Couldn’t be happier with their service and products

 TTBrendale  - Receptionist

11/12/2018Excellent Service and Products

Kwik Kopy Strathpine has been an amazing support for our business this year. Mike & the team 
always take their customer service to the next level. I cannot thank them enough and look 
forward to working with them in 2019.

 Tiff1315  - Marketing Coordinator

14/11/2018Never failing to deliver!

We regularly use Kwik Kopy for all of our needs. They provide great, friendly service and great 
products. We wouldn’t go anywhere else

 ToyotaSP  - Receptionist

12/11/2018Great Service, Great products

Kwik Kopy designed and printed the invitations and tickets for the school formal.  The quality of 
the product is superb, their conduct of the highest standard, and they were awesome at keeping 
me on track too!

 Bfran140  - Hod School Culture

12/11/2018A very pleasant experience
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I use kwik Kopy services weekly for my work for roughly a month now and they have always 
delivered an awesome finished product like glossy letters and mail labels always had the kindest 
and helpful way staff at Brendale office and great on price

 Jacintaxx  - Telepointer For It Company

10/10/2018Great service products and prices

We’ve used Mike and his team on a number of projects now. The turn around from quote to 
production has always been exception.

 Tracy Yak  - Events And Branding Specialist

9/10/2018Exceptionally quick response time.

Always a pleasure to deal with. Very experienced, knowledgeable staff. Prompt service. Quality 
finished product every time!

 Mmdaus  - Receptionist

10/09/2018Prompt Service

We had marketing brochures designed and printed at Kwik Kopy Strathpine. 
They were more than accommodating to our many requests !

  
QTGBelinda  - Office Manager/Compliance

9/10/2018
Always helpful and cannot do enough 
for you“ ”
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It’s always been an amazing experience with all our printing jobs.

 Shuchi  - Marketing Head

15/08/2018Great service perfect times.

Always willing to help & wonderful customer service, always come for a visit to see how things 
are going when they are in the area. Love the lollies too :)

 Lisa Gray  - Office Manager

14/08/2018Wonderful customer service

Prompt replies, Short lead times on orders, very professional staff, very accommodating

 Rob Smith  - Technical Trainer

14/08/2018Great service and products!

We have been using Kwik Kopy Strathpine for about a year now on recommendation from a 
business acquaintance. Their prompt response to our requests, supply of proofs and turnaround 
on products ordered is second to none. The quality of products is at the higher end of the market 
and goes in hand with the quality we strive to sell to our customers, yet is more than competitive 
compared to what we’d been charged by our previous suppliers.

 Happy Customer  - General Manager

14/08/2018Exemplary Service
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We ordered our Printing & it was delivered the same day

 Micko  - Sales

14/08/2018Great Service Including Delivery

I had 2 pallets of header boards and brochures printed. Kwik Kopy Brendale were efficient and 
product was great quality.

 Murarrie  - Marketing

14/08/2018Great Quality & Efficient Service

I had to order business cards and wasn’t sure where to go to. Decided on Kwik Kopy as I received 
great service and advice from the first phone call. Would recommend them.

 DebH  - Admin Officer

10/07/2018Great customer service and helpful staff

I was very impressed with service from the design team when they helped 
us fix a corrupt file.  On the production side the turn around on a very large 
print order was super fast and the printed brochure quality exceeded our 
expectation. 

 Rhonda OJPH  - Marketing Manager

14/08/2018Fantastic service and product“ ”
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I was referred to Kwik Kopy for assistance and they helped us out in a very timely manner.

 Tony Pace  - Md

10/07/2018Very responsive service

We have used Kwik Kopy Strathpine for several years now and their  service is faultless. From the 
initial design of our dockets to the final production and continued supply. The team are always 
on hand to assist with any inquiries and reordering is easy with delivery time excellent. Even 
urgent orders can be turned out within a couple of days.

 Gaysey  - Customer Service

9/07/2018
Great customer service, great products and 
deliver

I am impressed with service and product they deliver

 Trevor Savage  - Director

9/07/2018SERVICE AT KWIK KOPY

I have been dealing with Kwik Kopy Brendale for 5 years and have always had very friendly 
service with quality printed products and very reasonably priced.

 Osmac  - Director

29/03/2018Fantastic Service and Quality
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Very professional and courteous staff, went out of their way to ensure best possible service. Look 
forward to working with them again soon.

 Kwik Kopy Strathpine Customer  - Purchasing

28/03/2018
Great service and Great people.....very satisfy-
ing

Great customer service, good turn around times.  Always happy to help out.  Great product.

 Shirl  - Administration Officer

9/01/2018Customer/Product

We order copy books and business cards, and they are always personally delivered.

 Gordy  - Workshop Manager

26/12/2017Products delivered on time

Have utilised Kwik Kopy Strathpine quite a few times for a range of projects - 
from simple and small through to complex and large.  Nothing is ever a drama, 
the communication and updates excellent, and Mike is both super efficient AND 
a super nice guy to deal with! 

 MattyH  - Product Director

28/03/2018
Excellent Service & Attention To  
Detail“ ”
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I have been dealing with Kwik Kopy for about 5 years now and have always been extremely 
happy with the service and quality of print

 Osmac  - Director

24/12/2017Great Service

Been using Kwik Kopy Strathpine for a few months now since we have started our business. Very 
happy with the service we have received, all  products we have ordered have been quick and to 
the highest of quality!

 BlueGold Ind  - Sales & Marketing Manager

14/12/2017Quick and Reliable

I requested a quote and had numerous follow up from them which meant they did not forget 
about me

 Nessie  - Administration Manager

14/12/2017Great service, professional and friendly staff

With every job or request, Kwik Kopy Strathpine deliver with outstanding quality in service and 
products. Nothing is out of reach with this team. We value the relationship that has grown over 
the years and value their services and will recommend Kwik Kopy to anyone!

 Tanheath  - Graphic Designer

14/12/2017Gold!
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I AM SO HAPPY WITH THEIR SERVICE. THEY ARE COMMITED AND QUICK. A PERFECT SINERGY

 Ilenia  - Assistant Estimator

14/12/2017GREAT SERVICE & AMAZING TEAM

Fantastic customer service and great team! Always making sure everything is on top!

 Support  - Administration

14/12/2017Kwik Kopy Strathpine

I am glad we have decided to use Kwik Kopy Strathpine for our printing needs, they are honest, 
quick and reliable and their products are brilliant.

 Binda  - Office Manager

14/12/2017Excellent, honest & reliable

They did a small run of books for me and were great. Efficient, professional and really quick.

 Bagro  - Pinch Of Salt

13/12/2017Really Kwik
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Every time I visit Kwik Kopy, I’m greeted with a friendly smile and a professional service.

 Kwik Kopy Strathpine Customer  - Editor

13/12/2017Great friendly service

I visit Kwik Kopy on a regular basis. I’m always impressed with the quality of service that I 
receive. The staff are brilliant and are always very helpful. Turn around times are also quick. Keep 
up the great work guys!

 Kerrin C  - Administrator

2/11/2017Outstanding Service

I needed to do a small photocopy run. The quote was excellent and even better the job was done 
in a few hours. Quality of workmanship and finish was as good as you will get.

 Real estate agent  - Photocopy Done In An Instant

21/10/2017Photocopying bone in a flash

Kwik Kopy are great for small run publication - professional, helpful and quick

 Bagro  

25/08/2017Great professional service
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From request for quote through to personal meeting and finished product communication 
was excellent, price was competitive and finished product outstanding quality. Our club was 
extremely satisfied.

 Poodle  - Secretary

25/08/2017Excellent service and final product

The staff at Kwik Kopy Strathpine are always helpful and their prices are very competitive.

 Laurie2017  - Cofounder

31/07/2017Great service. Always willing to help!

Needed some quality business cards in a hurry, Kwik Kopy Brendale put them together off just 
some image files and had them ready before the end of business and they were perfect.

 Loges  - General Manager

31/07/2017Kwik Kopy lived up to its name

I’ve been printing thought KK for years and very happy with my results every time. Staff are so 
helpful and efficient.

 Poppieandpeaches  - Graphic Designer

31/07/2017Great service
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Needed a A0 poster printed quickly. The service was friendly and prompt, and the free delivery 
was greatly appreciated, and saved me a bunch of time!

 Dan1  - Customer Programme Manager

25/07/2017
Great service that went the extra mile (liter-
ally)

Last time I used Kwik Kopy’s service is for laminating a few posters.  As always, great service 
and quality job!  We are lucky to be located close to a Kwik Kopy store.  Mike always delivered 
our jobs and we really appreciate that.  I am always comfortable getting quotes for things we 
need from Mike.  Prices are mostly reasonable and I don’t feel pressured if I have to decline a 
quote.  We go to Kwik Kopy for a lot of quick jobs that needed done urgently.  Overall I highly 
recommend Kwik Kopy!

 Lilian  - Marketing Assistant

21/07/2017Excellent Service and Quality Products!

They are always very professional and very efficient every time we send work to them.

 Greg  - Residential Sales Person/Marketing

21/07/2017Always a good experience

Requested business cards to be created and printed. The whole process was streamlined and the 
thing that took the longest was me picking them up

 Clarebear  - Director

21/07/2017Very helpful staff, prompt service
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Zenith and business cards. I just changed the style of the business cards the company was using 
and we are now using zenith. It was a tough decision on paper and Mike was always keen to help 
me out with samples and mock up, it was also a job that took more than expected and again 
Kwok Kopy was always supporting me all the way. Thanks to everyone involved!!

 Renata Hjelmstrom  - Marketing Manager

21/07/2017The best team ever!

I used Kwik Kopy Strathpine a few weeks ago with a project I needed printed. I was impressed 
with how professional the team were, the quality of the work they completed and the turnaround 
of the finished product. I know exactly where I will be going again for my next project!

 Channy  - Program Co-Ordinator

21/07/2017
Fantastic service, friendly staff, quality prod-
uct

Always accommodating, even for last minute small jobs, great service

 Elisha  - Sales Executive

21/07/2017Excellent service, great quality

We’ve used these guys for a number of years now for business card printing. They 
always do a great job and supply the cards quickly at a good price.  We’ll continue 
to use them for many years to come. 

 BlackHawkMetals  - Sales Manager

21/07/2017Great Corporate Printer“ ”
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Had some stickers made up which we needed in a hurry the whole process from order to 
completion was super quick.

 Sharon O  - Administration Officer

19/06/2017Super Quick turnaround

Our monthly newsletters are sent as a pdf to Kwik Kopy and the turnaround time is amazing with 
great quality of the finished product - very happy with their business ethics.

 Elton  - Editor

19/06/2017Printing Qld Chev Club newsletters

We go to Kwik Kopy every now and then for our marketing needs.  We are happy with the 
consistency of the quality of their products.  Reasonable pricing and excellent service has led 
us back again and again.  Mike was always helpful with quotes and he gets the jobs done very 
quickly.  Great for those last minute, urgent jobs.  Even delivers personally!  Highly recommended!

 Lilian  - Marketing Assistant

7/06/2017Excellent Service and Quality Products!

Had a quote for labels I accepted it and within a couple of days I had them on my desk.  Couldn’t 
ask for better service.

 Bailie08  - Executive Office Manager

7/06/2017Exceptional service
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Like the service and the quality and the Scodex Finish offered

 Doppp  - Director

7/06/2017Very Happy with the Service

I placed a repeat order for products I regularly use. I gave the go ahead on the quote in the 
morning and the order was ready by lunch time the next day. Cannot possibly complain about 
that!!!  Thanks Mike and the team

 MikeM  - Owner

21/04/2017Super quick service

I need a quick turn around for some flyers and Kwik Kopy Strathpine was able to meet my needs 
in a very short time.

 Bec74  - General Manager

23/03/2017Great Service

I visited Kwik Kopy Strathpine with just an idea of what I wanted on my “prize cards” and they 
were able to very quickly design to my requests and were very quick getting back with the many 
changes I made along the way.

 Thistle1  - Competition Secretary

23/03/2017Quick & very helpful
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Kwik Kopy obviously base there business on their great service, this is evident due to the regular 
visits from the manager to our business to check on products supplied.

 Shane77  - Quality Supervisor

23/03/2017excellent service and value

I have used Kwik Kopy this year for all my marketing, photocopying and they have always gone 
above and beyond. Their service is so quick but the quality is still outstanding.

 Manda  

22/03/2017A++ Products & Service

I had an idea on what I needed and Aliesha help me get this sorted, now I have this bound 
product pic book that I use to show my customers where this part number can used in their 
industry.

 BaldwinQLD  - Regional Sales Manager For Qld Nt

22/03/2017Helpful and easy to deal with

Our monthly newsletter is always on time and followed up with a confirmation email

 Elton  - Editor

3/03/2017Printing of monthly Club newsletter
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I have been using David and his team at Strathpine for over 14 years.  I have always been 
impressed with their quick turnaround for orders and their service.  Their communication is 
excellent.  I would highly recommend them to anyone wanting to find a great printer.

 Jacine  - CEO

22/02/2017Excellent service and quality

Kwik Kopy has been incredibly helpful, efficient and trustworthy. They would always go the extra 
mile to support our school and help meet targets. Highly recommended.

 Shell  - Deputy Principal

21/02/2017Fabulous service!

I have used Kwik Kopy for many years and always found them to be very friendly and produce 
a great product every time. Turn around time is exceptional. Thanks to Mike and the team for 
always “coming up with the goods”

 MikeM  - Owner

21/02/2017Always great service and products

We use Kwik Kopy every week and they are great :):)

 Sdell  - Admin

21/02/2017Great service
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Kwik Kopy have been providing excellent printing for our service for many years now and for 
many more to come.

 Nicole Wall  - Client Account Executive

21/02/2017Excellent service and product

As normal a quick turn around and client very pleased with the finished results.  Fantastic service 
and trouble shooting - my go too people :)

 Jo Bright Ideas  - Owner

9/12/2016VIP Brochure

We’ve used Kwik Kopy for all our business card printing. Always professional and quick

 ShineO  - Owner

8/12/2016Great Service

Mike and the team are just extraordinary! They aim to please customers with 
any requests thrown their way. And they successfully do so each time with such 
impressive speed and perfect attention to detail. They are not only professional 
in their dealings, but are very warm and approachable people in general. 

 Sheridan  - Designer

21/02/2017
Desire to please customers is just  
brilliant!“ ”
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Kwik copy at Strathpine provided excellent service to meet our needs

 Tracy  - Office Stationary

8/12/2016INCH stationary

In my short time dealing with Mike and the team they have been more than helpful and have 
always delivered in a timely manner. It’s fantastic to work with a company so willing to assist in 
any way possible.

 Tiffany  - Marketing Coordinator

8/12/2016Great service and friendly staff

We were very happy with the prompt service and turnaround

 Etmob  - Managing Director

8/12/2016Great Service

Requested quote was prompt with the follow up a personal one as we are close in proximity. 
Professional from start to finish with a call to ensure we were happy with the product. No 
pressure, simply followed up a quotation to ensure we the quote covered exactly what we were 
looking for. Timeline was adhered to and we could not have been more content. This will be an 
ongoing order with perhaps additional stationary items being included.

 Wilko  - Office Manager

8/12/2016
Professional - Polite - Prompt - Excellent 
Product
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Ordered staff name badges through Kwik Kopy Strathpine recently (who knew they did those 
too?!) and they were so helpful getting the design just right and provided a quick turnaround 
time to boot!

 Roby  - P.A. To The Chief Executive Officer

8/11/2016Great Customer Service

I had market review documents printed, the service, quality & duration was excellent.

 Perry  - Sales

8/11/2016REVIEW

I got some business cards printed. It was done overnight and great quality cards

 Hooperhomes  - MD

8/11/2016Great service, quick turnaround

I had two recent jobs completed by Aleisha at Strathpine and she was very polite prompt reliable 
and easy to work with

 Deonne  - Administrator

8/11/2016prompt reliable service by Aleisha Strathpine
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Great service and professional production when printing my book

 Bagro  - 7 Years At Thirty-Eight

8/11/2016Really is Kwik Kopy

Kwik Kopy has all of our needs covered and more!!!

 JodyW  - HR Manager

8/11/2016
Fantastic service and staff with great prod-
ucts!

The postcards I ordered were delivered quickly. The print quality was great and the price was very 
competitive.

 SteveB  - Graphic Designer

28/10/2016very good

Since we have been dealing with Kwik Kopy Strathpine they have always been on time and 
always reply to your enquiry the same day and keep you informed of your orders. Great customer 
service and always go to a great effort to follow up on quotes.

 Kelly5623  - Office Assistant

28/10/2016Great customer service
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Provided me with exactly what I wanted in a short amount of time and great customer service

 Muzz  - Operations Manager

27/10/2016Good service

Just a phone call / email away, nothing is too much trouble to deal with for the friendly and 
efficient staff at Kwik Kopy Strathpine. Whether it be Business Cards, Corporate Brochures, New 
Artwork, Artwork to Case Wrap or  Alterations to Original Artwork, the work is always performed 
in a professional manner with a quick delivery turn around. We would recommend Kwik Kopy to 
all companies that require professional printing services.

 Murf65  - Finance Officer/ Office Manager

21/10/2016Professional & Excellent Printing Service

Re ordered some gift vouchers, ready in a couple of days, fantastic service

 Bushman  - Owner

18/10/2016Fantastic service

Received quotes in timely manners and jobs are always high in quality.  Excellent service provided 
by our local store owner Mike.  Always pleasant to deal with and understands our needs.  Thank 
you very much.

 Lilian  - Marketing Assistant

18/10/2016Excellent Service!
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We have ordered different cards! All cards are printed great and they are looking great, too!!

 Jessma  

18/10/2016Service and Products are awesome!!!

We use Kwik Kopy Strathpine for all our printing needs even though they are on the other side of 
the city as the service and quality of finished goods is excellent.

 Aus Flashings  - Managing Director

18/10/2016Expert advice and excellent service

Every job is done with ease a pleasure to do business with the team at Strathpine

 Prestige  - Managing Director

18/10/2016Easy going great quality work

Great service, quick turnaround and end product very good, at the right price

 Elton  - President/Editor

18/10/2016
Printing of Queensland Chevrolet Car Club 
newsletters
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friendly and professional staff, very quick turn around time from placing the order

 Pete69  - Service Manager

18/10/2016always friendly and very helpful

I have been using David and his team at Kwik Kopy for Strathpine for over 15 years.  Even when 
I moved away to Townsville from Brisbane I still had them take care of my printing needs.  There 
service is excellent and they always deliver an exceptional product. Jacine Greenwood CEO 
Roccoco Botanicals

 Jacine  - CEO

18/10/2016Always reliable service and great product

The best business partner and service. Quick turn around and competitive price. Well done guys!

 Renata H  - Marketing Team Leader

22/09/2016Great service and amazing team!

Easy to use web page for ordering, staff are friendly and willing to assist. Pricing is competitive 
and very reasonable

 Therese  - Executive Assistant To State manager

22/09/2016Prompt Service
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great service provided by the ladies at Kwik Kopy. speedy delivery of products and in excellent 
condition & quality. will be back on a regular basis.

 Mark1988  - Field Service Supervisor

22/09/2016Great Service

I had a printing job quoted and done last month and the service was fantastic

 John2  - Corporate Services Manager

22/09/2016Exceeded my expectations

My irregular tasks for a variety of printing tasks are always professionally attended to - great 
results!

 Lawries  - Displays Officer

18/08/2016Always helpful and on time

Kwik Kopy Strathpine are our local centre. They have friendly helpful staff that 
always get the job done right the first time. 

 Sue64  - Administration Manager

22/09/2016Great Service Every time“ ”
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We use Kwik Kopy regularly for sales and marketing material, the service received is always 
friendly professional and very fast. Pricing is never a concern as it is always competitive. I would 
highly recommend Kwik Kopy to anyone.

 Beau83  - Sales

18/08/2016Fantastic service and quality

So happy that I went to Kwik Kopy Strathpine, as the service was fast and accurate, nothing was 
too much trouble, thank you Team

 Looloo17  - Administrative Assistant

4/08/2016Great Service Strathpine Kwik Kopy

I work with Kwik Kopy to help deliver quality products in a quick turnaround time for my clients 
for items I can not deliver at my shop. Very happy!

 Jo3289  - Graphic Designer

26/07/2016Fast Turnaround and Great Quality Product

the sales rep is very helpful and always has the time to come and visit and talk about ways of 
improving our marketing material.

 Shane77  - Quality Supervisor

26/07/2016Good service and always on time.
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I ordered with Kwik Kopy and the goods arrived as scheduled. Prompt communications & great 
products make Kwik Kopy a preferred supplier for our company. Thanks.

 Dont have one  - Purchasing Officer

26/07/2016Great service

Kwik Kopy Strathpine gives us wonderful service - always happy to help with our printing needs.

 DeeFa  - Executive Assistant

22/07/2016Great Service

I am a busy sole trader and although I’d love a PA I don’t have one, therefore I get all my business 
printing done at Kwik Kopy. Time is of the essence and I don’t have the resources to be double 
checking and chasing. I place my order and collect it upon completion and I am always satisfied 
with the outcome. It doesn’t get much more efficient then that.

 Mowerman  - Proprietor

21/07/2016Quick, easy and effective!

We use Kwik Kopy Brendale regularly. Ever though our order is always small the staff greet and 
deal with us as if we were a large customer. This is excellent.

 Just Us  - Owner

21/07/2016Satisfaction
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The team at Kwik Kopy at Strathpine always deliver fantastic service and product. The turn 
around time from ordering to delivery is extremely quick, don’t know how they do it.

 Rachael Statham  - Admin Assistant

21/07/2016Always A++ Service

Brochures printed for wife’s business, quickly done and to exact specs

 Mikie  - Director

21/07/2016QUICK, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

I have used Kwik Kopy a few times now and I have been very pleased with their prompt and 
professional service every time. The work produced was of a high quality and I was kept notified 
of the progress of my order.

 Debbie  - Business Owner

21/07/2016Great company to work with.

Mike from KK Strathpine has been a pleasure to deal with. He came out to discuss the quote with 
us multiple time and has been extremely accommodating with the many revisions required.

 Joshua Avenell  - Secondary Team Leader

21/07/2016Excellent experience
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We continually use Kwik Kopy because they’re reliable, quick, have great communication and are 
best we’ve used. Very friendly and willing to even go the extra mile.

 Kwik Kopy Strathpine Customer  - Media And Marketing Manager

15/07/2016The best we’ve used!

I have used Kwik Kopy for our company printing for a number of years, they always deliver a 
excellent quality product, on time with great customer service.

 Heidi777  - Marketing Co-Ordinator

14/07/2016Great Service!

We use Kwik Kopy in Brendale almost weekly for all of our students workbooks at our Beauty 
School Academy in Strathpine - We are always so impressed with the level of service they 
provide always ensuring that we receive our orders on time even with minimal notice. 5 Star 
Service the whole way.

 EarthSentials  - Office Manager

14/07/2016AWESOME SERVICE!

The products and service that are provided by Kwik Kopy are always exemplary. The team are 
always up to the challenge to provide the best possible product that exceeds our expectations.

 Auditor Training Centre  - Training & Resource Coordinator

14/07/2016Great service, as always
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We use Kwik Kopy for a number of printing jobs and they are very easy to deal with and can 
always do what we need, even with out of the box requests. The turnaround time is excellent as 
well.

 Needprinting  - GM

14/07/2016Great Service

Kwik Kopy provides great service, fast response, communicates well, delivers to our door.  They’re 
our first choice for outsourced printing.

 Mark Leitch  - Wholesale And Export Manager

6/06/2016
Quick quote and production, great finished 
product

We have always had great service and top quality products, Mike has gone out of his way to help 
us and Astrid in artwork is such a gem!

 Katy NVA  - Graphic Designer

6/06/2016Great service, lovely staff!

I used a printer for over 10 years, and he closed his doors. I used another printer and I was not 
impressed with them at all. Kwik Kopy was recommended by the previous printer, and I have used 
them extensively. They have helped me to design the covers.1. Business cards for three different 
businesses2. Family History books3. Grading Certificates4. Christmas cards5. Postcards

 LorraeJ  - Manager

26/05/2016Printer extreme
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We use Kwik Kopy regularly - the turnaround time is excellent!

 Brett the QS  - Project Manager

25/05/2016Always friendly, fast & efficient service

Kwik Kopy has always provided professional, efficient service and we have enjoyed a very 
pleasant association with staff over the many years we have been in business. We would gladly 
recommend their excellent services to others.

 QLDTextbooks  - Director

16/03/2016Excellent Service!

Even though we are surrounded by local printers we use Kwik Kopy Strathpine for all our printing 
needs. They may be an hour away but they never fail to deliver fast efficient service. The price 
and printing quality are brilliant and the staff are so friendly and easy to deal with.

 Aus Flashings  - Managing Director

14/12/2015Fast Efficient Printing

I use KwikKopy Strathpine at least weekly for our business requirements. Not 
only do take the hassle. 

 Auditor Training Centre  - National Training Coordinator

16/03/2016
Great Service. Fast. On time, every 
time.“ ”
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We started using Kwik copy years ago and they are one of the easy going companies to deal with, 
never any trouble.

 Vicki Foat  - Receptionist/Pa To General Manager

11/12/2015Fantastic company to deal with

Kwik Kopy has provided us outstanding service for several years, highly recommended supplier

 Brendale  

11/12/2015Great Service

We always use Kwik Kopy Strathpine for our business cards. Their turn around is terrific, and if I 
have any issues with artwork or changes, it is all dealt with quickly and easily. The staff are very 
professional, approachable and go out of their way to help out. Can’t ask for more than that!

 Mags76  - Accounts And Administration

2/12/2015Great, friendly service

Always prompt with our orders and pleasant to deal with.

 Helen  - Project Admin

2/12/2015Service
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Quality of the printing is second to none. The product received is fantastic.

 Lisa  - Business Owner

2/12/2015Fantastic Products and Services

this company provides great service to any customer, they deliver very quickly.

 Kate  - Student Admin

2/12/2015Great service

Always great to work with Kwik Kopy Strathpine. They always deliver what we need at short 
notice and are always really helpful.

 Marketing Guru  - Marketing Manager

1/12/2015Kwik Kopy are great!

Fast friendly service. Very fast delivery of product. Been dealing with Kwik Kopy for a number of 
years and never had a problem. Thank you Kwik Kopy for all your assistance and prompt service

 Shorty  - Office Administrator

1/12/2015Top service



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.strathpine.kwikkopy.com.au


